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Lida’s father brought vegetables from the farm today.
Lida loves to draw pictures, so she decides to draw all the vegetables her father brought.
First, she starts with the limes and the tomatoes.
After that, she draws the cucumbers and the string beans.
Last, she draws the squash.
Meow-Meow the cat walks by while Lida is drawing.
"Ah, I want to draw Meow-Meow too!" says Lida.

"Where should I start?"
"Oh, I know!"

Snip, snip, snip....

Lida takes out her glue, and starts pasting things together.
“This is my picture of Meow-meow the cat!” says Lida happily.
Drawing My Cat
(English)

Lida loves to draw! One day, her father comes home with a lot of vegetables. Guess how Lida brings the veggies together to make something very special!

This is a Level 2 book for children who recognize familiar words and can read new words with help.
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